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In the right light, at the right time, 

everything is extraordinary.

Aaron Rose.
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To sit in the shade on a fine day... is the 

most perfect refreshment.

Jane Austen.
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The oceans and the rugged terrain in between have always been my passion. In 

fact, nature in all its wondrous forms and raw beauty has inspired me through 

the years and brought me endless joy. So much so that I felt compelled to create 

TUUCI, a company completely dedicated to complementing the comfort and 

accessibility of these natural environments through shade architecture.

And now, a decade later, TUUCI has flourished into an iconic brand known for 

innovative, stylish and functionally superior shade systems; systems that can 

endure the harshest wind-swept and moisture-rich environments on the planet.

And yet, we are just beginning. Our simple journey is to complement the shade 

that nature has provided. And inspirations from my life in and around the sea are 

reflected in every product we engineer. It’s our intention to share natural comfort 

in its most basic form—a comfortable place in the shade.

Take care,

Dougan Clarke, Founder / CEO

roots

Our people, our culture, our personality.
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Venice Aluminum Finial

Solid corrosion-resistant 
polished-aluminum detailing.

Aluminum Construction 
with Stainless Steel 
Components

TUUCI’s patented Independent 
Bracket System, engineered with 
aluminum struts and stainless 
steel components around a Delrin 
with TEFLON hub, provides extra 
strength and longevity.

Ballistic-Reinforced 
Pocket Construction

Added reinforcement at its most 
vulnerable points prolongs the 
parasol’s life.

Reinforced Strut 
Joints

Aluminum reinforcement sleeves 
at strut joints provide added 
strength and stability.

The Ocean Master, TUUCI’s flagship, is as innovative as it is stunning. An 

architectural triumph in shade engineering and design, it’s constructed to 

withstand the harshest global environments. TUUCI’s patented modular 

operating systems and marine-grade construction provide extreme durability, 

dependability and ease of use. 

Available in both classic and contemporary designs, the Ocean Master 

perfectly complements any environment desiring luxurious styling, unparalleled 

performance and incredible ambiance.

[ ocean master collection ]

[6]

ocean master
[ collection ]

Armor-Wall™ Mast

The “backbone” of shade 
equipment, TUUCI’s Armor-Wall 
aluminum mast features a 
15-year warranty.

Easily Replaceable 
Parts

TUUCI’s modular design and 
proprietary stainless steel 
components support low-
maintenance serviceability with 
100% replaceable parts.

ocean master manta
[7]
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[ tuuci / ocean master / classic ]

classic™ [ ocean master collection ]

The Ocean Master market style parasol is the culmination of durable engineering, stylish profiles 

and functional shade design. Manufactured to marine specifications, all Ocean Master parasols 

feature 100% replaceable parts for easy service and a 15/5-year warranty. Classic beauty. 

Classic TUUCI.

[ shapes & sizes available ]

Hexagon

ft. / m.

5.5' / 1.7
7.0' / 2.1
8.5' / 2.6
10.0' / 3.1
11.0' / 3.4
12.5' / 3.8

Oval

ft. / m.

9x11' / 2.7x3.4
11x13' / 3.4x4.0

Rectangle

ft. / m.

5x8' / 1.5x2.4
6x9' / 1.8x2.7
8x12' / 2.4x3.7

Octagon

ft. / m.

6.0' / 1.8
7.5' / 2.3
9.0' / 2.7
10.5' / 3.2
11.5' / 3.5
13.0' / 4.0

Square

ft. / m.

4.5' / 1.4
5.5' / 1.7
6.5' / 2.0
7.5' / 2.3
8.5' / 2.6
10.0' / 3.1

5.0' / 1.5
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[ tuuci / ocean master / manta ]

[ shapes & sizes available ]

manta™ [ ocean master collection ]

Inspired by the graceful ocean flight of the manta ray.  Gentle, sweeping lines evoke an image of 

effortless grace, strength and beauty.  The Manta sets a new benchmark for elegant shade utility.
Square

ft. / m.

6.5' / 2.0
7.5' / 2.3
8.5' / 2.6
9.5' / 2.9
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[ tuuci / ocean master / zero horizon ]

zero horizon™ [ ocean master collection ]

The Zero Horizon is a minimalist approach to shade equipment design. It maximizes 

overhead shade utility with a “zero” vertical canopy profile and provides a minimal fixture 

impact in any enclave of natural beauty.

[ shapes & sizes available ]

Square

ft. / m.

6.5' / 2.0
7.5' / 2.3
8.5' / 2.6
9.5' / 2.9

Octagon

ft. / m.

6.0' / 1.8
8.0' / 2.4
10.0' / 3.1
11.0' / 3.4
12.0' / 3.7
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[ tuuci / ocean master / razor ]

razor™ [ ocean master collection ]

The Razor’s striking asymmetrical construction features a razor-like, self-tilting canopy profile that can rotate a 

full 360 degrees. It’s now possible to enjoy all-day shade no matter what. Good-bye sun, hello Razor.

[ shapes & sizes available ]

Octagon

ft. / m.

11.0' / 3.4
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[ tuuci / ocean master / metro ]

metro™ [ ocean master collection ]

The award-winning Metro Parasol adds a sophisticated cosmopolitan sense of style to any residential 

or commercial backdrop while providing refined refuge from harmful UV rays. The Metro brings chic to 

shade design.

[ shapes & sizes available ]

Diamond

ft. / m.

10.0' / 3.1
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[ tuuci / ocean master / crescent ]

crescent™ [ ocean master collection ]

Influenced from centuries past, the sweeping curves of the Crescent are the finishing 

touch every outdoor room deserves. Brilliantly polished “trillion” rib ends adorn the 

canopy edges and hand-wrought struts cascade to create a simple yet strikingly 

beautiful canopy.

[ shapes & sizes available ]

Hexagon

ft. / m.

8.0' / 2.4
10.0' / 3.1
12.0' / 3.7
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[ tuuci / ocean master / pagoda ]

pagoda™ [ ocean master collection ]

Old-world design and state-of-the-art components coexist in this beautifully functional parasol. The patent-

pending gas-piston self-tensioning system ensures the canopy’s skin-tight fit over its revolutionary struts.

[ shapes & sizes available ]

Hexagon

ft. / m.

8.5' / 2.6
10.5' / 3.2
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[ tuuci / ocean master / edge ]

edge™ [ ocean master collection ]

Its exquisitely thin shade profile is stunning from any angle. Designed with aluminum struts, high-tension fabric 

and marine-grade components, this exquisite oasis of shade is built to endure.

[ shapes & sizes available ]

Hexagon

ft. / m.

10.0' / 3.1
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[ tuuci / ocean master / autoscope ]

lifting system raises struts over table

closes above table height

autoscope™ [ ocean master collection ]

Form meets function in our Autoscope Parasol, the most unique and innovative shade structure in its class. A gas-

piston lifting system telescopes the standard-diameter mast upwards as the parasol closes, allowing it to close above 

tables and chairs. It is refined ingenuity in a parasol.

[ shapes & sizes available ]

Octagon

ft. / m.

13.0' / 4.0

Oval

ft. / m.

11x13' / 3.4x4.0

Rectangle

ft. / m.

8x12' / 2.4x3.7

Square

ft. / m.

10.0' / 3.1
11.0' / 3.4

Manta Square

ft. / m.

9.5' / 2.9

Zero Horizon Square

ft. / m.

9.5' / 2.9



Aluminum Construction 
with Stainless Steel 
Components

TUUCI’s Independent Bracket 
System, engineered with aluminum 
struts and stainless steel 
components, provides extra 
strength and longevity.

Ballistic-Reinforced
Pocket Construction

Added reinforcement at its most 
vulnerable points prolongs the 
canopy’s life.

The bigger, the better. That’s the thinking behind Titan. The shade platforms in this 

refined line create outdoor rooms of their own. The Titan is perfect for settings 

that require larger shade coverage, such as outdoor restaurants, expansive 

patios and parks. With its three-inch Armor-Wall™ satin-finish aluminum mast 

and reinforced marine-grade components, the Titan is guaranteed to provide 

years of dependable service in the toughest environments. Extraordinary size. 

Extraordinary strength. Extraordinary beauty.[26]

titan
[ collection ]

titan classic
[27]

Reinforced Strut 
Joints

Aluminum reinforcement sleeves 
at strut joints provide added 
strength and stability.

Armor-Wall™ Mast

The “backbone” of shade 
equipment, the three-inch- 
diameter mast is constructed 
of marine-grade satin-anodized 
aluminum with a telescoping 
worm drive crank for easy 
opening and closing.

Easily Replaceable
Parts

TUUCI’s proprietary modular 
design and stainless steel 
components support low-maintenance 
serviceability with 100% 
replaceable parts.

[ titan collection ]

Classic / 28
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[ tuuci / titan / classic ]

classic™ [ titan collection ]

Aptly named for its extraordinary size and strength, the Titan Classic is a 

free-standing parasol primarily used in settings that require a larger-than-

usual shade perimeter. Engineered to withstand the most demanding seaside 

environments, the Titan is perfect for restaurants, expansive patios, resorts, 

amusement parks and anywhere else large-scale shade and dramatic style 

are a necessity.

[ shapes & sizes available ]

Square

ft. / m.

13.0' / 4.0
16.5' / 5.0

TITAN REFERENCE SCALE
Empire State Buildding

TUUCI Titan

Mini Cooper

NOTE: Some objects may appear larger than others. Please refer to your 
TUUCI representative for accurate comparison.



Triton Polymer Finial

Thermal polymer finial is UV 
stabilized to prevent cracking 
and degeneration in hostile 
environments.

Marine Satin Anodized 
Construction with 
Stainless Steel 
Components
TUUCI’s patented Independent 
Bracket System, engineered from 
aluminum struts and stainless 
steel components around a Delrin 
with TEFLON hub, provides extra 
strength and longevity.

Ballistic-Reinforced 
Pocket Construction

Added reinforcement at its most 
vulnerable points prolongs the 
parasol’s life.

Similar to the Ocean Master in shade engineering and design, yet so very 

different. The unique deviation is a striking marine satin anodized center 

mast that consistently makes it another top choice for commercial markets 

and seaside resorts as well as private backyards and poolside settings. 

Built for years of uninterrupted use in the toughest conditions, its ease of 

use will amaze you almost as much as its beauty.
[30]

bay master
[ collection ]

bay master classic
[31]

Durable Strut 
Extrusion

Bay Master’s square struts 
enhance radial strength and 
have soft corners for
aesthetic appeal.

Marine Satin Anodized 
Mast

The “backbone” of shade 
equipment, Bay Master’s satin 
marine anodized mast has
a three-year warranty.

Easily Replaceable 
Parts

TUUCI’s modular design and 
proprietary stainless steel 
components support low-
maintenance serviceability 
with 100% replaceable parts.

classic™ [ bay master collection ]

Durable value defines the Bay Master aluminum parasol. Constructed 

with non-corrosive satin-finish alloy, stainless steel hardware and rigid 

UV-stable components, the Bay Master is engineered for most contract 

environments. TUUCI’s patented modular construction guarantees years 

of service. Designed with TUUCI flare, the Bay Master will also beautify 

any residential enclave.

[ shapes & sizes available ]

Hexagon

ft. / m.

7.0' / 2.1
8.5' / 2.6
10.0' / 3.1
11.0' / 3.4

Oval

ft. / m.

9x11' / 2.7x3.4

Rectangle

ft. / m.

5x8' / 1.5x2.4
6x9' / 1.8x2.7

Octagon

ft. / m.

7.5' / 2.3
9.0' / 2.7
10.5' / 3.2
11.5' / 3.5

Square

ft. / m.

5.5' / 1.7
6.5' / 2.0
7.5' / 2.3
8.5' / 2.6



Hardwood Construction 
with Stainless Steel 
Components

Stainless steel non-expansion 
sleeves prevent the marine-
laminated hardwood mast from 
swelling. The patented marine-
laminated hub with stainless 
steel band and independent 
brackets guaranty serviceability.  

Ballistic-Reinforced 
Pocket Construction

Added reinforcement at its most 
vulnerable points prolongs the 
parasol’s life.

Introducing the Mistral Collection, TUUCI’s line of elegant shade parasols, 

where old-world craftsmanship is perfectly matched with modern corrosion-

proof materials. The Mistral is consistently a top choice for luxury resorts 

throughout the world, and for good reason; it’s able to withstand tough, 

windy conditions in tropical climates. 

TUUCI’s proprietary stainless steel non-expansion sleeves prevent the 

center pole, made from long-grain hardwood, from swelling. This unique 

feature allows the ribs to “breathe” instead of break in gusty conditions, 

ensuring years of uninterrupted service. Never before has the wind been 

at such a disadvantage.

[32]

mistral
[ collection ]

mistral classic
[33]

Premium Hardwood Mast

The “backbone“ of shade 
equipment, Mistral’s mast is 
crafted from long-grain saligna 
hardwood for flexibility and 
marine laminated for stability. 
Smaller sizes include TUUCI’s 
exclusive 1.5” Durateak mast.

Easily Replaceable 
Parts

TUUCI’s modular design and 
proprietary Independent Bracket 
System support low-maintenance 
serviceability with 100% easily 
replaceable parts.

Acorn Hardwood Finial

Solid UV-resistant marine-
laminated hardwood finial.

Durable Strut Joints

Stainless steel hardware 
provides strength and 
durability.

[ mistral collection ]

Pagoda / 36Classic / 34
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[ tuuci / mistral / classic ]

classic™ [ mistral collection ]

The Mistral Classic is elegant and durable. That’s because it’s built from beautiful long-grain plantation-

grown hardwood and assembled with corrosion-proof stainless steel fasteners. Mistral’s modular 

components with stainless steel reinforcement add superior strength and its blend of classic design and 

beautiful profile guarantees elegance and longevity in the most demanding environments.

[ shapes & sizes available ]

Square

ft. / m.

5.5' / 1.7
6.5' / 2.0
7.5' / 2.3
9.5' / 2.9

Hexagon

ft. / m.

8.5' / 2.6
10.0' / 3.1

Octagon

ft. / m.

7.5' / 2.3
9.0' / 2.7
11.5' / 3.5
13.0' / 4.0



pagoda™ [ mistral collection ]

The Mistral Pagoda combines beautiful long-grain plantation-grown hardwood with exquisite style and design. 

The gas-piston self-tensioning system ensures the canopy’s skin-tight fit over its durable frame. Classic styling 

with valances and decorative tassels lend a traditional flare.

[36]

[ tuuci / mistral / pagoda ]

[ shapes & sizes available ]

Hexagon

ft. / m.

8.5' / 2.6
10.0' / 3.1



Solid Construction 
with Stainless Steel 
Components

TUUCI’s patented Independent 
Bracket System, DuraTeak™ struts 
and mast and stainless steel 
fasteners, provides extra strength 
and longevity.

Ballistic-Reinforced 
Pocket Construction

Added reinforcement at its most 
vulnerable points prolongs the 
parasol’s life.

Reinforced Strut 
Joints 

Aluminum reinforcement sleeves 
at strut joints provide added 
strength and stability.

Looks can be so beautifully deceiving. True, the Plantation Collection is 

reminiscent of a classic European market parasol from a bygone era. 

However, its highly durable center mast is constructed from DuraTeak™, 

a state-of-the-art polymer impervious to saltwater and UV degradation. 

The result is a mast that looks like wood yet won’t rot, swell, peel, rust 

or crumble and is completely resistant to salt and acid rain for years of 

durable service.[38]

plantation 
[ collection ]

DuraTeak Mast

The “backbone” of shade 
equipment, TUUCI’s specially 
designed aluminum-reinforced 
DuraTeak™ mast appears to be 
hardwood but will not swell, 
rot or crumble in a marine 
environment. 

plantation classic

[39]

Easily Replaceable 
Parts

TUUCI’s modular design and 
proprietary stainless steel 
components support low-maintenance 
serviceability with 100% 
replaceable parts.

Venice Aluminum Finial

Solid corrosion-resistant 
polished aluminum.

[ plantation collection ]

Autoscope / 44Pagoda / 42Classic / 40
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[ tuuci / plantation / classic ]

classic™ [ plantation collection ]

The Plantation Classic combines the strength of aluminum and stainless steel with the warm look of 

wood with TUUCI’s exclusive DuraTeak™ materials. It’s a giant leap in parasol innovation, and if you’re 

looking for durability, low-maintenance serviceability with warm hardwood aesthetics, the Plantation 

Collection is an elegant choice.

[ shapes & sizes available ]

Hexagon

ft. / m.

5.5' / 1.7
7.0' / 2.1
8.5' / 2.6
10.0' / 3.1
11.0' / 3.4
12.5' / 3.8

Oval

ft. / m.

9x11' / 2.7x3.4
11x13' / 3.4x4.0

Rectangle

ft. / m.

5x8' / 1.5x2.4
6x9' / 1.8x2.7
8x12' / 2.4x3.7

Octagon

ft. / m.

6.0' / 1.8
7.5' / 2.3
9.0' / 2.7
10.5' / 3.2
11.5' / 3.5
13.0' / 4.0

Square

ft. / m.

4.5' / 1.4
5.5' / 1.7
6.5' / 2.0
7.5' / 2.3
8.5' / 2.6
10.0' / 3.1

5.0' / 1.5
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[ tuuci / plantation / pagoda ]

pagoda™ [ plantation collection ]

The Plantation Pagoda exudes exquisite style, striking design and the warm look of wood.  Its patent-pending 

gas-piston self-tensioning system ensures the canopy’s skin-tight fit over its DuraTeak™ frame. Classic styling 

with valances and decorative tassels lend a traditional flare.

[ shapes & sizes available ]

Hexagon

ft. / m.

8.5' / 2.6
10.0' / 3.0
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[ tuuci / plantation / autoscope ]

autoscope™ [ plantation collection ]

Form and function work seamlessly together in our Plantation Autoscope Parasol. A stainless 

steel gas-piston system telescopes the standard-diameter mast up to raise the canopy as the 

parasol closes, allowing it to close above tables and chairs. It’s ingenuity built with TUUCI’s 

DuraTeak™ wood-grain polymer construction that looks remarkably like wood.
[ shapes & sizes available ]

Octagon

ft. / m.

13.0' / 4.0

Oval

ft. / m.

11x13' / 3.4x4.0

Rectangle

ft. / m.

8x12' / 2.4x3.7

Square

ft. / m.

10.0' / 3.1

lifting system raises struts over table

closes above table height

11.0' / 3.4



Triton Polymer Finial

Thermal polymer finial
is UV stabilized against
cracking and UV degradation
in hostile environments.

Fiberglass and 
Stainless Steel 
Construction

TUUCI’s patented Independent 
Bracket System, engineered with 
1/2” round solid fiberglass 
composite struts, provides  
extra strength and durability. 

Solid 1/2” Marine-
Grade Fiberglass 
Struts
TUUCI utilizes solid fiberglass 
composite struts to engineer 
the Cabo’s framework. Flexible 
yet brutal in strength. Colors: 
beach wood and satin silver. 

The Cabo Classic Parasol is inspired by the wind-swept ocean and desert 

landscapes of the Baja Peninsula. Flexible fiberglass composite struts are 

incorporated into a refined shade structure that will flex to absorb punishing 

wind conditions, sudden gusts and corrosive salt air environments. TUUCI’s 

patented Independent Bracket System provides superior strength and 

luxurious design that utilizes 100% marine-grade stainless steel hardware 

and fasteners.

[46]

cabo
[ collection ]

cabo classic
[47]

Fiberglass or Marine 
Aluminum Mast

The Cabo is available with 
a marine-grade fiberglass 
wood-grain mast, java finish 
mast or aluminum mast in marine 
satin anodized finish.

Reinforced Strut
Joints

Each strut joint is reinforced 
with heavy wall, marine-grade 
and UV-stabilized polymer. 
Each component is attached 
with stainless steel hardware.

Durable Pocket and 
Strut Protectors

Ensuring years of serviceable 
life, TUUCI utilizes polymer 
pocket protectors and rib ends 
on all Cabo shade equipment.

classic™ [ cabo collection ]

The Cabo’s rugged fiberglass frame is constructed of the most durable 

fiberglass composite materials available. Solid fiberglass struts absorb 

punishing winds and are supported by an aluminum or fiberglass mast. 

Featuring an unprecedented four-year warranty, the Cabo is guaranteed to 

provide durable shade utility in any desert or ocean landscape—or both as 

is the case in the beautifully rugged Cabo San Lucas.

[ shapes & sizes available ]

Hexagon

ft. / m.

7.0’ / 2.1
8.5’ / 2.6
10.0’ / 3.1

Octagon

ft. / m.

7.5’ / 2.3
9.0’ / 2.7
10.5’ / 3.2

Square

ft. / m.

5.5’ / 1.7
6.5’ / 2.0
7.5’ / 2.3

Rectangle

ft. / m.

5x8’ / 1.5x2.4



Triton Polymer Finial

Thermal polymer finial is
UV stabilized against
cracking and degeneration
in hostile environments.

Fiberglass 
Construction

Fiberglass construction with 
injection-molded joints & end 
tips.

Ballistic-Reinforced 
Pocket Construction

Added reinforcement at its most 
vulnerable points prolongs the 
canopy’s life. 

[48]

cocoa
[ collection ]

cocoa classic
[49]

Fiberglass Mast

Ultra-durable fiberglass mast 
adds strength and durability. 
Available in both beach wood 
and gloss white finish.

High-Tension  
Solid Fiberglass 
Composite Struts

Extremely flexible struts 
withstand high winds and  
abuse from everyday handling 
and storage.

Injection-Molded Tip

Provides strong but soft edge 
that protects the canopy’s 
pockets.

classic™ [ cocoa collection ]

The Cocoa Classic’s flexible and light-weight fiberglass structure gracefully 

withstands the high winds, blazing sun and corrosive salt air of coastal set-

tings. Inherently resistant to rust and corrosion, Cocoa Classic Parasols are 

perfect for beach concessionaires, restaurant settings and poolsides.

[ shapes & sizes available ]

Octagon

ft. / m.

7.5' / 2.3



Venice Aluminum 
Finial

Solid corrosion-resistant 
polished-aluminum detailing. 
Standard on all pavilions.

Relaxation has never been so beautiful. Built to perform in the worst of the 

elements, our exclusive permanent and semi-permanent pavilions/cabanas 

are available with either Armor-Wall™ aluminum or our exclusive DuraTeak™ 

wood-grain polymer construction for a warm, inviting atmosphere. You can 

customize these private outdoor living rooms to include privacy panels, 

windows and lush drapes that add calm and mystique. 

However, if you prefer, we offer elegant fabric walls for even more protection. 

You can also complement these secluded retreats with a stylish line of high-

quality cushions and bed coverings and add amenities like TVs, fan misting 

systems, changing rooms and even a shower. A TUUCI pavilion is an oasis 

of shade and relaxation.

[50]

pavilions/cabanas 
[ collection ]

atlantis pavilion
[51]

Aluminum Construction 
with Stainless Steel 
Components and Optional 
Light

TUUCI’s patented Independent 
Bracket System, engineered with 
aluminum struts and stainless 
steel components around a Delrin 
with TEFLON hub, provides extra 
strength and longevity.

Reinforced Strut 
Joints

Aluminum reinforcement sleeves 
at strut joints provide added 
strength and stability.

Easily Replaceable 
Parts

TUUCI’s modular design and 
proprietary stainless steel 
components support low-maintenance 
serviceability with 100% 
replaceable parts.

Stainless Steel 
Curtain Rings, 
Grommets and Clips

Stainless steel hardware allows 
smooth operation and minimizes 
wear and tear on the fabric. 

Armor-Wall™ Aluminum 
Mast

The “backbone” of shade 
equipment, TUUCI’s one-eighth-
inch-thick aluminum mast has
a 15-year warranty.

[ pavilions / cabanas collection ]

atlantis / 52

maui / 58 laguna / 60

crescent / 54

exuma / 62

grand pacific / 56
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[52]
[ tuuci / pavilions / cabanas / atlantis ]

atlantis™ [ pavilions / cabanas collection ]

Adding a dramatic sense of style to any setting has never been easier. The Atlantis Pavilion is an impressive 

combination of TUUCI’s distinctive style and customary utility. Topped with a Vector Vent, or traditional wind 

vent and flanked with ample drapes in high-performance marine-grade fabric, the Atlantis is built with an Armor-

Wall™ aluminum marine alloy frame. It can be secured directly to a deck or in portable bases to create the 

perfect temporary or permanent outdoor room. 

[ shapes, sizes, drape options available ]

Square

ft. / m.

8.0' / 2.4
9.0' / 2.7
10.0' / 3.1
11.0' / 3.4

Rectangle

ft. / m.

8x12' / 2.4x3.7

Accent Curtains Full Curtains Tensioned Privacy Walls



[54]
[ tuuci / pavilions / cabanas / crescent ]

crescent™ [ pavilions / cabanas collection ]

Influenced from centuries past and present, the unique design of the Crescent Pavilion has redefined what an 

outdoor room can be. Sweeping arcs cascade to brilliantly polished “trillion” rib ends that adorn the pavilion’s 

edges. The durable, woven valance creates both an additional sun and moisture barrier from rugged outdoor 

elements. Underneath all its unique beauty is a marine-grade Armor-Wall™ aluminum construction for strength 

when you need it most.

[ shapes, sizes, drape options available ]

Square

ft. / m.

11.0' / 3.4
13.0' / 4.0

Accent Curtains Full Curtains Tensioned Privacy Walls



[ shapes, sizes, drape options available ]

Square

ft. / m.

12.0' / 3.7

Accent Curtains Full Curtains Tensioned Privacy Walls

[56]
[ tuuci / pavilions / cabanas / grand pacific ]

grand pacific™ [ pavilions / cabanas collection ]

The ultimate in beauty and privacy with maximum durability. Topped with an oversized market profile, Vector Vent 

canopy and flanked with three optional tensioned structural fabric walls, the Grand Pacific offers a romantic 

retreat and spacious outdoor room. Armor-Wall™ marine-grade aluminum makes this our toughest pavilion. 

Custom-crafted, high-performance marine-grade fabrics ensure durability and beauty are never compromised. 
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[58]
[ tuuci / pavilions / cabanas / maui ]

maui™ [ pavilions / cabanas collection ]

The Maui takes everything we love about the Atlantis, but goes a step further by using DuraTeak™ wood-grain 

polymer frame construction. This state-of-the-art polymer resin is impervious to saltwater and UV degradation. 

The result is a frame that looks like wood yet won’t rot, peel, rust or crumble and is completely resistant to acid 

rain for years of little-to-no maintenance. The Maui can be secured directly to a deck or in portable bases to 

create the perfect temporary or permanent outdoor room.

[ shapes, sizes, drape options available ]

Square

ft. / m.

8.0’ / 2.4
9.0’ / 2.7
10.0’ / 3.1
11.0’ / 3.4

Rectangle

ft. / m.

8x12’ / 2.4x3.7

Accent Curtains Full Curtains Tensioned Privacy Walls



[60]
[ tuuci / pavilions / cabanas / laguna ]

laguna™ [ pavilions / cabanas collection ]

The Laguna Cabana adds temporary ambiance to any outdoor setting by creating a private enclave shielded 

from the elements. Especially ideal for the beach or pool deck, the Laguna is constructed with TUUCI’s exclusive 

wood-grain polymer DuraTeak™ construction and comes standard with full privacy drapes, decorative windows 

and securing straps. Your personal sanctuary awaits.

[ shapes & sizes available ]

Square

ft. / m.

6.5' / 2.0



exuma™ [ pavilions / cabanas collection ]

Privacy, please. Ensconced in the corner of a patio, deck or garden, the Exuma Privacy Lounge is a multipurpose 

cabana that can function as pool storage, a secluded changing room at the beach, an outdoor shower or even 

a kids’ playroom. It comes with a decorative Pagoda top and features mesh air vents and solid aluminum finials. 

The Exuma Sun Shower features a chrome showerhead, which connects to a garden hose, in place of the roof. 

Four high-performance marine-grade fabric walls and a marine zippered entrance provide a private shower 

space while allowing only the sun to peek through the top.

[62]
[ tuuci / pavilions / cabanas / exuma ]

[ shapes & sizes available ]

Square

ft. / m.

4.0' / 1.2



Venice Aluminum 
Finial
Solid corrosion-resistant 
polished-aluminum detailing.

When style, comfort and luxury are absolutely paramount, nothing compares 

to TUUCI’s exclusive collection of lounges and sun beds. Each frame is 

expertly detailed with either Armor-Wall™ aluminum marine-grade alloy or 

our innovative DuraTeak™ wood-grain polymer construction and is built 

with precision to withstand nature’s tests, season after season, year after 

year. Privacy panels and drapes add a sense of peace and solitude and are 

complemented with a stylish line of high-quality cushions and bed coverings. 
[64]

lounge
[ collection ]

bali lounge
[65]

Adjustable Stainless 
Steel Curtain Rings

Stainless steel curtain rings 
on sunroof and side-wall drapes 
are adjustable to suit any mood 
or weather condition.

Durable Cushions & 
Pillows

High-performance marine-
grade outdoor cushions add 
comfort, style and unparalleled 
performance.

Retractable Sunroof

When you remove the canopy top, 
a second set of retractable 
drapes control the amount of 
sunlight (or moonlight) that 
cascades into the lounge.

Durable, Waterproof 
Wicker Valance

Outdoor weather-friendly 
wicker combines beautiful 
design and ultimate 
durability.

Easily Replaceable 
Parts

TUUCI’s modular design and marine-
grade components guaranty low-
maintenance serviceability with 
100% replaceable parts.

[ lounge collection ]

mercury / 66 crescent / 68 java / 70

bali / 72 air lounge / 74



[66]
[ tuuci / lounge / mercury ]

mercury™ [ lounge collection ]

Open air, covered with shade and filled with cushions and comfort, the Mercury Bed & Sun Lounge takes relaxation 

to a new level. Constructed with TUUCI’s polished-titanium Armor-Wall™ aluminum frame and modular marine-grade 

components, the Mercury features high-performance fabric cushions and bed coverings with sheer privacy curtains. 

Optional market-style canopy top with Vector Vent can be removed to reveal standard retractable sunroof drapes. 

It’s extreme ambiance for any property.

[ shapes, sizes (canopy) & options available ]

Sunroof Vector VentRectangle

ft. / m.

7.25'x13.5' / 2.2x4.1
4.0’x7.5’ / 1.2x2.3

canopy
bed



[68]
[ tuuci / lounge / crescent ]

crescent™ [ lounge collection ]

Enjoying nature’s elements has never been so relaxing. The Crescent Lounge is an oasis of comfort and style riding on 

100 square feet of plush cushions, throw pillows, drapery and full open-air shade coverage. Constructed of TUUCI’s 

Armor-Wall™ aluminum framework, stainless steel hardware and marine-grade patented components, the Crescent 

Lounge is suited to withstand any outdoor environment. Please use this comfort lounge directly on the beach, under 

the sun and in the water.  The Crescent Lounge is your private relaxation oasis.

[ shapes, sizes (canopy) & options available ]

Sunroof Vector VentSquare

ft. / m.

11.0'x11.0' / 3.4x3.4
7.0’x7.0’ / 2.1x2.1

Ottoman

ft. / m.

2.0'x7.0' / 0.6x2.1canopy
bed



[70]
[ tuuci / lounge / java ]

java™ [ lounge collection ]

A different way to relax has arrived and in dashing style. The Java Bed & Sun Lounge features TUUCI’s exclusive 

DuraTeak™ wood-grain polymer frame and modular marine-grade components. Abundant cushions provide 

relaxation of luxurious proportions. Add to that high-performance fabrics with sheer privacy curtains and you 

have an ensemble to envy. Optional market-style canopy top can be removed to reveal standard retractable 

sunroof drapes. 

[ shapes, sizes (canopy) & options available ]

Sunroof CanopyRectangle

ft. / m.

7.25'x13.5' / 2.2x4.1
4.0’x7.5’ / 1.2x2.3

canopy
bed



[72]
[ tuuci / lounge / bali ]

bali™ [ lounge collection ]

Every detail about the Bali Bed & Sun Lounge begs attention. It’s a comfortable bed-lounge alternative to a 

pool retreat and is expertly built with TUUCI’s exclusive DuraTeak™ wood-grain polymer frame and modular 

marine-grade components. The Bali’s fabric cushions and bed coverings with sheer privacy curtains are made 

from high-performance fabric that is stunning yet incredibly durable. Optional valance-style canopy top can be 

removed to reveal standard retractable sunroof drapes.

[ shapes, sizes (canopy) & options available ]

Sunroof CanopyRectangle

ft. / m.

4.75'x8.5' / 1.5x2.6
4.0'x8.5' / 1.5x2.6

canopy
bed



Spring Suspension 
Stand™

This solid corrosion-resistant 
stand is made of 100% 
stainless steel and finished 
in TUUCI’s exclusive polished 
titanium finish.

Worries don’t stand a chance as you stretch out in absolute style and float 

on TUUCI’s exclusive line of Air Lounges. Expertly designed with Ultra Dry 

Core Comfort Mesh, the Air Lounge Collection gently contracts and expands 

to ensure the most comfortable ride you can experience. It’s engineered to 

dry quickly and provide maintenance-free lounging for years to come. And 

its durable hardwood stretcher bars and non-corrosive components offer 

strength and safety throughout its lifetime. Float away.[74]

air lounge
[ collection ]

Air Lounge Twin
[75]

Rubberized Spring 
Stabilizer Feet™

This stabilizer helps keep the 
Air Lounge™ firmly in place.

Crescent Pillow

For total relaxation this 
ergonomically crafted crescent 
pillow is built for any 
climate and weather condition.

Dry-Core Comfort 
Mesh™

Stretching the horizons of 
hammock comfort, TUUCI’s 
patent-pending Air Lounge™ 
with Dry-Core Comfort Mesh™ 
gently expands for a comfort 
enhanced ride.

Carry Bag

Carry your Air Lounge with 
style in this mildew-resistant 
carry bag with a Dry-Core Mesh™ 
breathable bottom.

Optional Accessories

Stainless Steel Suspension 
Links™ and suspension straps 
with stainless steel security.

wave stand™ [ lounge collection ]

Stretching the horizons of hammock comfort and innovation, TUUCI’s Air Lounge is the 

ultimate way to relax. Designed to gently contract and expand for a smooth ride, its unique 

beauty is matched only by its durable construction of Ultra Dry-Core Comfort Mesh and 

durable hardwood stretcher bars. Years of awe-inspiring relaxation await your arrival.

Ride your own wave in perfect style and grace in TUUCI’s innovative Wave Spring-Suspension 

Hammock Stand. Constructed of 100% stainless steel, the Wave Stand springs gently 

to provide a perfectly tensioned and balanced suspension ride. Designed for TUUCI’s Air 

Lounge, the Wave Stand can also be used with other hammocks.

Wave Stand and  Air Lounge are sold separately.

[ sizes available ]

                        ft.        /       m.  
wave stand         4.5’ x 14.0’ /  1.4 x 4.3
air lounge twin    4.0’ x 7.0’  /  1.2 x 2.1



Solid Aluminum  
Foot Glides on 
thunderstone bases

The unsung hero of TUUCI shade structures is a solid foundation. From 

stainless steel to stone, TUUCI’s Shade Anchors use only the toughest time-

tested materials available to ensure a lifetime of use.  Stainless steel flush 

mounts, galvanized steel and aluminum shells are nearly indestructible and 

secure shade structures from small to large. TUUCI’s innovative Thunderstone 

collection offers naturally refined and sophisticated stone bases handcrafted 

by skilled artisans who cut, hand chisel, drill and polish individually selected 

blocks of natural stone. Unsung hero no longer.

shade anchors
[ collection ]

[77]

Stainless Steel 
Security Sleeve

Nickle-plated Star 
Knob Security Handle

Round Galvanized 
Steel Plate for Easy 
Mobility

Tuff-Wheel Assembly 
for Easy Mobility

Stainless Steel 
Hardware

acf aluminum base

[76]

[ shade anchors collection ]

acf aluminum / 78 galvanized / 78 thunderstone / 79 mounting option / 79



 natural lava

[ w ]  65 lbs / 29 kg 
  95 lbs / 43 kg
 150 lbs / 68 kg

[ d ] 20” / 51 cm 
 24” / 61 cm
 30” / 76 cm

modern stone

 
95 lbs / 43 kg
150 lbs / 68 kg

24” / 61 cm
30” / 76 cm

thunderstone [ natural lava / modern stone / hammered lava / pebbled amber / pebbled jade ]

[78]
[ tuuci / shade anchors ]

galvanized [ shade anchor collection ]

aluminum [ shade anchor collection ]

[ mounting options & accessories ] [ mounting options & accessories ]

hammered lava

150 lbs / 68 kg

24” / 61 cm
30” / 76 cm

pebbled amber

 95 lbs / 43 kg
150 lbs / 68 kg

24” / 61 cm
30” / 76 cm

pebbled jade

 95 lbs / 43 kg
150 lbs / 68 kg

24” / 61 cm
30” / 76 cm

deck mount auto-cam lock cam insert open and closed flush mount  sand anchoradjustable aluminum extension 
sleeve and hitchpin

inground 
installation 

[ g-plate circular ]

[ w ]  45 lbs / 20 kg
  75 lbs / 35 kg
 105 lbs / 50 kg

[ d ] 18” / 46 cm
 24” / 61 cm
 30” / 76 cm

[ g-plate stack combo ]

 120 lbs / 55 kg
 150 lbs / 70 kg
 180 lbs / 83 kg
 210 lbs / 96 kg

 24” + 18” / 66 + 46
 30” + 18” / 76 + 46
 30” + 24” / 76 + 66
 30” + 30” / 76 + 76

[ g-plate square ]

  90 lbs / 42 kg
 135 lbs / 63 kg

 24” / 61 cm
 30” / 76 cm

[ aluminum w/ tuff wheels ]

  65 lbs / 30 kg
  95 lbs / 44 kg
 150 lbs / 70 kg

 20” / 51 cm
 24” / 61 cm
 28” / 71 cm

[ aluminum w/ lift handles ]

200 lbs / 92 kg
250 lbs / 113 kg

30” / 76 cm
33” / 84 cm

[ g-plate powdercoat ]

  45 lbs / 20 kg
  75 lbs / 35 kg
 105 lbs / 50 kg

 18” / 46 cm
 24” / 61 cm
 30” / 76 cm

[ aluminum ]

[ w ]  65 lbs / 30 kg
  95 lbs / 44 kg
 150 lbs / 70 kg

[ d ] 20” / 51 cm
 24” / 61 cm
 28” / 71 cm

precast inground 
base w/flush mount

tuff wheel tray
(used on galvenized and 
thunderstone anchors)

titan
inground base

Bases Finishes / Powder Coat Options for ACF Bases

Silver White Desert Sand Hammered Bronze Espresso Textured Black

Stainless Steel Security Sleeve sizes (for mast diameters): 1.50” / 1.75” / 2.00” / 2.25” / 2.50”

Stainless Steel Security Sleeve sizes (for mast diameters): 1.50” / 1.75” / 2.00” / 2.25” / 2.50”
Anchor Stem sizes (for mast diameters): 1.50” / 1.75” / 2.00” / 2.25” / 2.50”

Although TUUCI frames have been tested for structural integrity in winds exceeding 50 miles per hour, it is always recommended that 

caution and common sense be applied in extreme winds and weather. TUUCI generally recommends that collapsible shade structures be 

closed in wind and weather conditions which exceed 25 MPH. Always be sure that your shade structure is securely fastened to an adequate 

base structure for the weather conditions presented.

Non-Vented Ocean Master 9.0 Octagon Parasol, tested at 50 M.P.H

titan
aboveground base



Triton Aluminum 
Finial

Solid corrosion-resistant 
polished-aluminum detailing.

Aluminum Construction 
with Stainless Steel 
Components

TUUCI’s patented Independent 
Bracket System, engineered with 
aluminum struts and stainless 
steel components around a Delrin 
with TEFLON hub, provides extra 
strength and longevity.

Ballistic-Reinforced 
Pocket Construction
Added reinforcement at its most 
vulnerable points prolongs the 
canopy’s life.

Reinforced Strut 
Joints and High-Wind 
Strut Stabilizers

Aluminum reinforcement sleeves 
at strut joints provide 
added strength and stability. 
TUUCI’s Innovative High-Wind 
strut stabilizers and straps 
stabilize the canopy in winds 
exceeding 70 MPH.

TUUCI products are the standard in marine-grade shade equipment. We 

have deep roots in the marine industry and are passionate about the water. 

Each product utilizes materials of the highest quality and is built to withstand 

the year-round impact of salt corrosion, heavy winds and searing sun. That 

means parts won’t wear down or break in the most unbearable of conditions. 

From permanently mounted T-Tops for a center console to collapsible shade 

canopies for sport fishermen, TUUCI Marine is the iconic leader for shade 

equipment in the marine market. Period.

[80]

tuuci marine
[ marine collection ]

Easily Replaceable 
Parts

TUUCI’s modular design and 
proprietary stainless steel 
components support low-
maintenance serviceability 
with 100% replaceable parts. 
Mounting hardware varies and 
is optional.

Carry Bag

All TUUCI Marine shade platforms 
come with a durable marine-
grade carry bag for quick and 
convenient storage.

custom luxury yacht
[81]

[ marine collection ]

custom luxury yacht / 82 sport fisherman / 84 open fisherman / 86



[82]
[ tuuci / marine t-top / custom luxury yacht ]

custom luxury yacht™

[ marine collection ]

Marine environments demand the finest materials and marine-grade components. We pride ourselves 

in our ability to use only the finest weather-resistant materials. With an Armor-Wall™ aluminum mast 

featuring TUUCI’s exclusive polished-titanium finish in combination with stainless steel fasteners, 

removable high-wind struts, spring stainless steel cam cleats and a ball-bearing pulley system, you’re 

guaranteed years of uninterrupted shade service. Built to withstand over 50 MPH of wind force while 

under sail, the TUUCI Custom Luxury Yacht provides unmatched extreme sun protection. Best yet, it’s 

completely collapsible and is easily stored away in a durable marine-grade carry bag that’s included 

with your purchase. Hit the high seas in style with the utmost confidence. 

[ shapes & sizes available ]

Square

ft. / m.

6.5' / 2.0
7.5' / 2.3
8.5' / 2.6

Octagon

ft. / m.

6.0' / 1.8
8.0' / 2.4
10.0' / 3.0

Bow

ft. / m.

5x7’ / 1.5x2.15
5x8’ / 1.5x2.45
5x9’ / 1.5x2.75
5x10’ / 1.5x3.0
6x8’ / 1.8x2.45

ft. / m.

6x9’ / 1.8x2.75
6x10’ / 1.8x3.0
6x11’ / 1.8x3.35
7x9’ / 2.15x2.75
7x10’ / 2.15x3.0

ft. / m.

7x11’ / 2.15x3.35
8x10’ / 2.45x3.0
8x11’ / 2.45x3.35



[84]
[ tuuci / marine t-top / sport fisherman ]

sport fisherman™ 

[ marine collection ]

The asymmetrical construction of TUUCI’s Sport Fisherman is perfect for any fishing cockpit area. Built for high-

performance use while running full speed, at anchor or moored in a marina, these collapsible shade platforms deploy 

in mere seconds. They can also be mounted in a fighting chair stanchion or aft gunnel top and conveniently stored in 

a small carry bag. Beauty, performance and convenience have definitely arrived.

[ shapes & sizes available ]

Asymmetrical

ft. / m.

7x9’ / 2.15x2.75
7x10’ / 2.15x3.0
7x11’ / 2.15x3.35
8x10’ / 2.45x3.0
8x11’ / 2.45x3.35

ft. / m.

9x11’ / 2.75x3.35
9x12’ / 2.75x3.65
10x12’ / 3.0x3.65



[86]
[ tuuci / marine t-top / open fisherman ]

open fisherman™

[ marine collection ]

From small pleasure boats and fishing vessels to super yachts and mega ships, our Open Fisherman 

marks a return to TUUCI’s design roots—beautiful, innovative and built to perform. In fact, these T-Tops 

can withstand over 50 MPH of direct wind force in most marine applications. Constructed according 

to the most stringent marine manufacturing standards, these collapsible, high-tension marine canopies 

can be easily closed and stored in a deck hatch or under-gunnel fitting.

[ shapes & sizes available ]

Bow

ft. / m.

5x7’ / 1.5x2.15
5x8’ / 1.5x2.45
5x9’ / 1.5x2.75
5x10’ / 1.5x3.0
6x8’ / 1.8x2.45

ft. / m.

6x9’ / 1.8x2.75
6x10’ / 1.8x3.0
6x11’ / 1.8x3.35
7x9’ / 2.15x2.75
7x10’ / 2.15x3.0

ft. / m.

7x11’ / 2.15x3.35
8x10’ / 2.45x3.0
8x11’ / 2.45x3.35



Ocean Master

Autoscope

Mistral

Classic

Ocean Master

Autoscope

Ocean Master

Classic

Brand positioning is everything. Nothing is more powerful than an advertising 

message that leaves an indelible impression on your key clientele and prospects. 

With TUUCI custom parasols, you can accomplish all of that and more at a 

fraction of the cost of traditional advertising. 

[88]

outdoor advertising

Ocean Master

Autoscope

Ocean Master

Classic

ocean master autoscope

[89]



  

outdoor advertising
Unlike disposable wire-frame umbrellas, TUUCI frames are built to last through 

multiple marketing campaigns over a period of years, not months, and are 

designed to quickly capture attention with the highest-quality printing available. 

Simply pick out the custom details you want, and at least 64 square feet of 

permanent advertising is yours to extend any eating space and set the perfect 

mood. Whatever you have in mind, we can do. 

[90]
[ tuuci / outdoor advertising ]



Effective 01/01/2009

Please read carefully all terms and conditions, inclusions 
and exclusions on the following page.

15-Year Warranty

Ocean Master™ hubs, center pole and stainless steel  
connective hardware
Stainless steel anchor stem and flush mounts
G-plate bases

5-Year Warranty

Sunbrella® awning and marine-grade acrylics
Delrin w/TEFLON™ connecting brackets
Auto-loc Lift™ mechanism
Plantation™ parasols
Ocean Master™ aluminum canopy struts
TUUCI lounge collection frame
TUUCI pavilion collection frame
TUUCI Titan

4-Year Warranty

Cabo™ parasols

3-Year Warranty

Sunbrella® 8.25 oz. standard umbrella fabric
Bay master™ parasols
Mistral™ hardwood parasols
Cocoa™ parasols
Wave stand
Exuma cabana

1-Year Warranty

All powder coat, baked-on finishes
Air lounge

TUUCI constructs all its shade structures with the finest marine-grade materials available.  We stress test all our products 
in extreme weather to ensure durability.  In addition, TUUCI personnel carefully follow specific quality control procedures 
and inspect each product to ensure freedom from manufacturing defects.  Our goal is that each of our products will exceed 
your expectations and provide years of worry-free service.  The following specific time periods and limitations apply to the 
product indicated:

15-YEAR WARRANTY includes the OCEAN MASTER™ center pole, top and bottom hub and stainless steel hardware 
only. If warrantable damage occurs to the hubs, center pole or stainless steel hardware, TUUCI will replace or repair any 
item listed in this category at its discretion.

5-YEAR WARRANTY includes OCEAN MASTER™ connecting brackets, optional hardware (pulleys, auto-loc arms, auto-
loc lifts), aluminum canopy ribs and struts and SUNBRELLA® 9.25 oz. marine-grade fabric. If said SUNBRELLA® marine-
grade fabric is rendered unserviceable by loss of color or strength caused by UV degradation, mildew, rot or atmospheric 
chemicals, or warrantable damage occurs to the connecting brackets, attached optional hardware or aluminum canopy ribs 
or struts, TUUCI will replace or repair said items in this category at its discretion. Labor charges will apply to the cutting and 
sewing of any SUNBRELLA® fabric replaced under warranty.

5-YEAR WARRANTY covers the PLANTATION™ market umbrellas, including the center pole, hub system, fasteners and 
canopy rib aluminum. If warrantable damage occurs to the hubs, center pole or stainless steel hardware, TUUCI will replace 
or repair any item listed in this category at its discretion.

5-YEAR WARRANTY covers the LOUNGE and PAVILION structures, whether constructed of OCEAN MASTER or 
PLANTATION™ materials, including the tubing, hub system, and fasteners. Fabric warranty separate. If warrantable damage 
occurs to the hubs, center pole or stainless steel hardware, TUUCI will replace or repair any item listed in this category at its 
discretion. Please close tops to any TUUCI LOUNGE or PAVILION product for winds exceeding 35 miles per hour.

4-YEAR WARRANTY covers the CABO market umbrellas, including the center pole, hub system, fasteners and canopy rib 
aluminum. If warrantable damage occurs to the hubs, center pole or stainless steel hardware, TUUCI will replace or repair 
any item listed in this category as its discretion.

3-YEAR WARRANTY covers the BAY MASTER™ and COCOA market umbrellas, including the center pole, hub system, 
fasteners and canopy rib aluminum. If warrantable damage occurs to the hubs, center pole or stainless steel hardware, 
TUUCI will replace or repair any item listed in this category at its discretion.

3-YEAR WARRANTY covers SUNBRELLA® 8.25 oz. standard fabric. If said SUNBRELLA® fabric is rendered unserviceable 
by loss of color or strength caused by UV degradation, mildew, rot or atmospheric chemicals, TUUCI will replace or repair 
said fabric. Labor charges will apply to the reinstallation of any SUNBRELLA® fabric replaced under warranty.

3-YEAR WARRANTY covers the MISTRAL™ hardwood umbrella, including the center pole, hub system, fasteners and 
canopy rib aluminum. If warrantable damage occurs to the hubs, center pole or stainless steel hardware, TUUCI will replace 
or repair any item listed in this category at its discretion.

1-YEAR WARRANTY covers powder coat finish of aluminum frames and bases. If powder coat finish flakes, bubbles, peals 
or loses color within one (1) year from the date of purchase, TUUCI at its sole discretion will either re-finish or repair any 
paint finish damage.

Warranty claimant shall be responsible for all shipping or freight charges incurred by claimant or TUUCI as a result of a 
warranty claim. Warranty covers only parts and labor for non-fabric claims. All warranty claims must be submitted with an 
original proof of purchase dated from the dealer of origin and description of damage. The foregoing warranties may not be 
assigned and are available only to the original purchaser of TUUCI products. TUUCI reserves at its sole discretion the right 
to repair, replace or redesign any product that is returned as a result of a warranty claim.  

The warranty protection listed above covers manufacture’s defects only, and does not include damage to the product 
from severe weather conditions, natural disasters, heavy wind and other extreme acts of nature.  Improper anchoring of 
the TUUCI shade structures, including failure to secure the umbrella to a base of adequate weight, or improper operation 
or maintenance, will void any potential warranty claim. These warranties applicable to any TUUCI product do not cover 
damage to the shade equipment caused by contact with a foreign object, including the ground.  In general, shade structures 
should be CLOSED when not in use.

Aluminum Concrete Filled (ACF) Bases:

Stainless Steel Anchor Stem:
15-Year Structural Warranty

Aluminum Shell: 
5-Year Structural Warranty

Concrete Filling: 
5-Year Structural Warranty

Powder Coat Finish: 
One Year (Flaking, Peeling, Bubbling)

Galvanized Steel (GVS) Bases:

Stainless Steel Anchor Stem:
15-Year Structural Warranty

Steel Disc: 
15-Year Structural Warranty

Galvanized Finish: 
5 Years (Flaking, Peeling, Bubbling)

Powder Coat Finish: 
One Year (Flaking, Peeling, Bubbling)

Stainless Flush Mounts and Deck Mounts:

Stainless Steel Flush Mount (w/ Hinge Lid): 
15-Year Structural Warranty

Base Accessories:

Stainless Steel Hardware (hitch pins, bolts, star knob): 
5-Year Structural Warranty

Adjustable Aluminum Extension Poles: 
5-Year Structural Warranty

ThunderStone Bases:

Stainless Steel Anchor Stem: 
15-Year Structural Warranty

Stone Base: 
1-Year warranty on materials and workmanship.

The above warranties on TUUCI Shade Anchors™ only cover manufacturer 
defects of structural integrity. Warranty does not cover breakage or failure 
from improper use or abuse or finish abrasions, scratches or other issues 
caused by “onsite” transit.  Valid warranty claims will have original invoice 
and do not include shipping costs for replacements.  Please contact your 
account manager for information on warranty claims and to obtain a return 
authorization number (RA#).
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Return Address:

TUUCI Claims & Returns, RA #
2900 NW 35th Street, Miami, FL 33142

email : warranty@tuuci.com
tel: 305.634.5116



Frames

TUUCI frames are constructed from durable and weather resistant materials, including marine-
grade fiberglass, aluminum, Durateak composite and sustainable hardwood timber. All fasteners 
(nuts, bolts, pulleys, cam cleats, etc.) are marine-grade stainless steel and will withstand the most 
corrosive environments. Proper care and maintenance is important to extend the serviceable life 
of all TUUCI products. Fresh water rinses once a month will enhance the life and long lasting 
beauty of your shade equipment.

Prior to opening, ensure that the shade product is properly secured to an adequate shade anchor, 
using the locking system intended for the specific product (star knob, hitch pin or cam lock). 
When opening a TUUCI parasol, separate each rib 4” to 6” from the center post, before raising 
the hub. Do not force hub if it does not rise easily. When closing the parasol, pull the fabric out 
from between the struts to avoid pinching or damaging the TUFF SKIN canopy cover.

Although TUUCI frames have been tested for structural integrity in winds exceeding 50 miles 
per hour, it is always recommended that caution and common sense be applied in extreme 
winds and weather. TUUCI generally recommends that collapsible shade structures be closed in 
wind and weather conditions which exceed 25 MPH. Although it is common for wind to gust to 
levels much higher than this (especially during severe weather phenomena’s) the use of durable 
and heavily weighted anchor structure is mandatory for safety and proper operation. Stability 
of TUUCI shade products in heavy wind and weather conditions is directly related to the size, 
weight and security of the shade anchor. Please use reasonable and cautious judgment when 
determining when the parasol should be closed.

Canopies

TUUCI’s TUFF SKIN parasol canopies are normally made with Sunbrella® fabric, and should 
be cared for as described below (for fabric other than Sunbrella®, refer to manufacturer). 
Sunbrella® fabric should be cleaned regularly before dirt is allowed to accumulate and become 
embedded in the fabric. The fabric canopy can be cleaned without beingremoved from the frame. 
Simply brush off any loose dirt or particles; hose down and clean with a mild soap in lukewarm 
water (no more than 100° F.) Rinse thoroughly to remove soap. Allow fabric to air dry. DO NOT 
USE DETERGENTS!

For stubborn stains clean with a mild soap. Scrub vigorously with a soft bristle brush, sponge, 
or clean towel. Allow fabric to air dry. This method of cleaning may remove part of the water 
repellency. If water repellency is a factor, the fabric should receive an application of an air-curing 
water repellent treatment (such as SM fabric gaurd).

Sunbrella® may be machine washed but a water repellent treatment must be applied to the 
fabric after washing toreestablish water repellency. Sunbrella® is made from 100% acrylic 
fiber and is thermoplastic or heat sensitive. When washing or cleaning, DO NOT SUBJECT TO 
EXCESSIVE HEAT as the fabric will shrink. DO NOT STEAM PRESS OR DRY IN ELECTRIC 
OR GAS DRYERS, but allow air to dry.

In cases where the parasol is taken down and stored during the winter season, the Sunbrella® 
canopy should be cleaned, allowed to air dry, and stored in a dry, well ventilated area. A TUUCI 
Protective Cover should be used when umbrella is not in use.

Shade Anchors

ALWAYS BE SURE THAT PARASOL CENTER POLE IS FIRMLY ATTACHED TO BASE 
BEFORE OPENING PARASOL. Clean above ground parasol bases regularly to maintain 
appearance. To clean, gently wash with soap and water using a non-abrasive cloth or pad. 
Check three bolts in base plate regularly to ensure that they remain fully tightened. Inspect 
weekly if parasol bases are moved on a regular basis.

Do not roll ACF (Aluminum Shell, Concrete Filled) bases on their side as damage to shell or 
finish can occur. Touch up bases with exterior paint as needed. Touch up can be ordered from the 
TUUCI parts department. Wheeled parasol bases are intended for use on even surfaces. Move 
bases slowly and with caution on uneven surfaces. Do not use on stairways or over distances, 
which exceed 50 feet, as damage to welded wheel tray may occur.

Since our business is all about enjoying the outdoors, it’s no secret that 
we love and respect the environment. That’s why we make every possible 
effort to minimize our footprint as we manufacture quality shade structures. In 
addition to our efforts to conserve energy in our factory, we have a streamlined 
process for recycling plastics, aluminum, steel, paper and cardboard. We 
understand that what we do today ultimately affects tomorrow, and we never 
forget that fact.

In addition to our conservation and recycling efforts, TUUCI and its employees 
support many environmental causes, including The Coastal Conservation 
Association, The Sierra Club, The Friends of Biscayne Bay Association, The 
Miami Museum of Science, The Kampong Botanical Garden, David Fairchild 
Botanical Gardens, and The Coral Gables Garden Club.

TUUCI also supports dozens of non-profit community organizations. A few of 
these organizations are: Adopt-a-Classroom, Best Buddies, Habitat for Humanity, 
The American Red Cross, Friends Forever Rescue, NEWH South Florida, 
The Coral Gables Youth Center, Beaux Arts, and a number of religious and 
educational institutions.

Our company touches six continents and employs people from over 20 
countries. As a result, we understand how small our planet really is and 
how important social and environmental responsibility is for all of us. TUUCI 
is conscious of our environmental footprint and we continue to develop 
sustainable and renewable business practices which will ensure a positive 
contribution to the health of our planet for generations to come.

Our love of the natural environment and our community directs everything that 
we do. Our mission in shade design connects our passions for sustainable 
and enjoyable lifestyles the world over.
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